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Chapter 1: Introduction 
About Web Plus 
The Ohio Cancer Incidence Surveillance System (OCISS) uses Web Plus to collect cancer data from healthcare 

facilities and providers in Ohio. Web Plus is a web-based application that collects cancer data securely over the 

internet. Developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Program of Cancer 

Registries (NPCR), Web Plus supports three main functions: file upload/download, online abstracting, and 

follow-back activities.  

Large hospitals and cancer centers that have their own hospital registry software use the Web Plus file upload 

functionality to submit cancer data to the state of Ohio. These separate software programs can generate 

NAACCR-formatted files that can then be uploaded into Web Plus. This manual explains the file upload 

functionality within Web Plus.  

The online abstracting capability of Web Plus is available to hospitals, out-patient treatment centers, physician 

offices, etc. that do not have their own cancer registry software. Information on that process is covered in a 

separate manual. 

OCISS also uses Web Plus to conduct follow-back activities, such as data quality projects and death certificate 

review. This functionality is also covered in a separate manual. 
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Chapter 2: Access to Web Plus 
This chapter provides information on how to access to Web Plus. 

Web Browser 

CDC-NPCR and OCISS recommend using Google Chrome as your Web Browser to access Web Plus. We 

recommend adding the Web Plus URL to your favorites in your Web Browser. We also recommend that you 

allow pop-ups for Web Plus by disabling pop-up blockers for Web Plus. If the pop-up blocker is on, reports 

produced by Web Plus may not display or open. 

Web Plus URL: https://odhgateway.odh.ohio.gov/webplus/logonen.aspx 

Web Plus Facilities 
OCISS creates separate reporting facilities in Web Plus for all healthcare facilities and providers that report 

cancer cases. Each reporting facility is assigned a unique reporting source identification number (RSID). When 

accessing Web Plus, cancer reports are submitted under the appropriate reporting facility. All the files submitted 

through Web Plus are saved in a database at OCISS. Submitted files and abstracts are only visible to Web Plus 

users for that facility and to OCISS staff.  

If you are a new reporting facility, contact OCISS.  

Web Plus User Accounts  
All cancer reporters that will be submitting data through Web Plus need to have a Web Plus user account. Each 
user account will be assigned to their reporting facility or facilities.  

Web Plus user accounts are created for individual persons. OCISS does not create general login credentials for 
facilities. All reporters for a reporting facility need their own user account for Web Plus. Additionally, all Web 
Plus users must use their own user account to submit cancer data. No one should be sharing Web Plus 
accounts.  

If you are a new user, contact OCISS to have an account created. 

When you request access to Web Plus, OCISS will establish your username, which will be your first and last 
name. You should receive multiple emails from “ociss@odh.ohio.gov” with the account credentials. The initial 
password is temporary, and the first time you sign in, you will be prompted to reset and choose your own 
password: 

 

https://odhgateway.odh.ohio.gov/webplus/logonen.aspx
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Your Web Plus password will expire every 90 days. You will be able to log into Web Plus but will be 
immediately prompted to change your password. There are no password requirements for Web Plus, however, 
you cannot reuse passwords.  

If you forget your password, you cannot reset it yourself. To reset your password, contact OCISS. 

Locked user accounts 
Note that Web Plus accounts can be locked if there are too many failed sign-in attempts. Your account may 
also be locked if you have not accessed the system for an extended period. OCISS will also lock accounts when 
we are notified of changes of employment. If you see the message below and need to unlock your account, 
contact OCISS. 

 

Signing into Web Plus 
After your account is set up, and you have changed your password, you will be able to sign into Web Plus. When 

you sign into Web Plus, you will see the homepage. On the homepage, you should see the names of all hospitals 

for which you are authorized to upload files. If you submit data for more than one reporting hospital, please be 

sure to select the link under the correct facility.  

 

Navigating Web Plus 
The links below the hospital name will help you navigate Web Plus. When you click on any of the links beneath a 

hospital name, the Web Plus Landing Page will open. This landing page features links to the OCISS edit metafile 

(this is used by hospitals with their own cancer registry software), OCISS Hospital Contacts list, and training 

materials on cancer abstraction and cancer reporting (OCISS webinars, NAACCR Webinars, etc.). 
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The top blue menu bar will allow you to navigate Web Plus to various pages. The table below describes the 

menu options you will see when you enter your facility for File Upload.  

Menu option Description 

Home Opens the user’s home page, which displays a list of links for the facilities and 
roles that have been assigned to you; to work on abstracts for a particular 
reporting source, click on the link for the type of abstract. 

New Upload Opens the page to submit a new file to central cancer registry. See Chapter 3 for 
further information.  

Previous Uploads Opens the page to view previously submitted files and details about the files. See 
Chapter 4 for further information.  

Download Files Opens the page to view files or documents that were posted by the central 
cancer registry. See Chapter 7 for further information.  

Change Password Opens the page to change your password. 

Help About - Opens a page with the Web Plus, NAACCR, and Collaborative Staging 
Algorithm Version information. 

Log out Logs the user out of Web Plus; opens Web Plus Log in page. 
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Chapter 3: Step-by-Step Process for File Uploads 
This chapter explains the step-by-step process for uploading a file into Web Plus. There are three types of files 
that are accepted by Web Plus. This functionality is primarily used for cancer data submissions by hospitals with 
their own hospital registry software. For further guidelines on submitting files to OCISS, see Chapter 6 of this 
manual. 
 
Sign in to Web Plus https://odhgateway.odh.ohio.gov/webplus/logonen.aspx. If this is your first time signing 
into Web Plus you will be prompted to change your password.  
 
On the Web Plus Home Page, click File Upload under your facility’s name. If you have access to multiple 
facilities, pick the facility for which you will be uploading the file.  

 
 

On the next page, on the top blue bar, click on New Upload 

 
 
At the top of the page, you will see the name of your facility and your OCISS RSID.  

 
 

https://odhgateway.odh.ohio.gov/webplus/logonen.aspx
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The paragraph below your facility name has further information about the three options for file uploading: 

• The current version for file submission, NAACCR V22.x XML File. 

• The previous version for file submission, NAACCR V21.x File. 

• A non-NAACCR formatted file. 

 

 
 

Most file submissions will be in the current version; at this time ‘NAACCR V22.x XML File’. Make sure the file you 

submit is in this format and has been run against the most current OCISS edit set. The OCISS V22 Edit Metafile 

can be added to your software and is available on the Web Plus login page or on our website: 

https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-

system/Reporting-Ohio-Cancer-Incidence-Data 

 

Please contact OCISS prior to uploading a file in a previous NAACCR version (NAACCR V21 file). OCISS has the 

capability to run edits on V21 files, if needed. 
 

If you are uploading a file to correct missing data, select ‘Non-NAACCR File’. Unless specifically requested by 

OCISS, do not upload a non-NAACCR file without first checking with OCISS. If you are uploading a non-NAACCR 

file, please add comments indicating the content and recipient of the file (for example, Unknown Race review 

for OCISS Data Administration Manager).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/Reporting-Ohio-Cancer-Incidence-Data
https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/Reporting-Ohio-Cancer-Incidence-Data
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Once you select the appropriate file format, select Choose File. Locate and select the file on your computer. The 

name of the file will appear next to the ‘Choose File’ button. 

 

  
 

Entering a comment is optional if you are submitting a file in the latest NAACCR format. If you are uploading a 

file of cases that isn’t a typical submission, for example, missing cases for a prior year that are being sent late, it 

is helpful to indicate that in a comment. 

 

 
 
Click Upload. 
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The following window will appear which tracks the progress of your file upload.  

 
If all records appear in green when you upload the file, please skip to page 12. 
 
If one or more records appear in red, such as records 214 and 249 above, that means there is at least one edit 
error on that record and the entire file will be rejected. Edit errors must be corrected in your registry software 
and the file will have to be resubmitted. Please delete the file with errors from Web Plus once the error-free 
file has been submitted. 
 
An Edit Error Report will pop up in a separate window with a list of errors by abstract when the file is 
uploaded. This error report is also available on the Previous Uploads page in Web Plus (described in Chapter 4). 
You will receive an email from “ociss@odh.ohio.gov” indicating that the edit report is ready. If you have 
already closed out of Web Plus, you will need to log back in to review the edit report. 
 

 

250 abstracts to process… 
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The Edit Error Report provides detail on the errors in the file. 

 
 

The Edit Error Report contains the following information: 

• Report From Bundle: name and path of uploaded file 

• Internal File Name: name of file within the Web Plus application 

• Bundle Received From Hospital: name and Facility ID of facility for which file was uploaded 

• Total Abstracts in the Bundle: total number of abstracts in the uploaded file 

• Edit Set Name: name of edit set run on uploaded file 

• Total Errors in the Bundle: total number of edit errors in the uploaded file for all abstracts 

• Total Abstracts with Errors in the Bundle: total number of abstracts containing edit errors 

• Date Report Created: the date the file was uploaded in Web Plus 

• Detailed Edit Report on Individual Abstracts: list of failed edits for each abstract, abstract identifiers, the 

failed edit name, error type (error or warning), error message, fields checked by the edit and submitted 

values for each edit error. 
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If all records appear in green when you upload the file, as in the example below, then all records have passed all 

edits. The Edit Error Report will indicate the total errors in the bundle is 0. 

 
 

You should receive an email from OCISS@odh.ohio.gov indicating this as well. 

 
 

  

mailto:OCISS@odh.ohio.gov
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Chapter 4: Viewing Information for Previously Uploaded Files 
This chapter describes how to view information on files that were previously uploaded in Web Plus. This is useful 

to track what your facility has previously submitted. This page will show data quality information and the edit 

report for all files. This page can also be used to monitor your data submissions to the state. All users for a 

facility have access to any previously uploaded files, including those submitted by another user from the same 

facility. 

After signing into Web Plus, click File Upload under your facility’s name on the Web Plus home page. On the 

next page, on the top blue menu, go to Previous Uploads, Track File Uploads. 

 
 

On this page, you will see a list of all files that your facility uploaded in the past 30 days. To see files that were 

uploaded more than 30 days prior, filter on the Date Uploaded range at the top of the page.  

 
 

The table on the track file uploads page displays the file name, date uploaded, status, total abstracts, abstracts 

with errors, and total number of errors (see the table below for further information).  

Column Description 

Original File Name This is the name of the file you uploaded and should have a unique name. See 
Chapter 6 for further information on file naming conventions. 

Internal File Name This is the unique file identifier/name assigned by Web Plus.  

Date Uploaded This is the date and time the file was uploaded in Web Plus. 

Status This is the status of the file. This column will be:  
Rejected – uploaded with edit errors, will not be processed by OCISS 
No Errors – uploaded with no edit errors, waiting to be processed by OCISS 
Bundle Uploaded – uploaded edits not run, either timed out or non-NAACCR File 
Bundle Exported – file was exported from Web Plus by OCISS 

Total Abstracts Indicates the total number of abstracts in the uploaded file. If a non-NAACCR file 
was uploaded this column will be ‘NA’. 

Abstracts with Errors Indicates the number of records within the file that have edit errors. If there are 
none, this will be ‘0’. If a non-NAACCR file was uploaded this column will be ‘NA’.  
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Total Errors Indicates the total number of edit errors in the file (one abstract can have 
multiple edit errors). If there are none, this will be ‘0’. If a non-NAACCR file was 
uploaded this column will be ‘NA’. 

Comment If the user added a comment when the file was uploaded, you will see the 
comment here.  

Action For NAACCR files, there are four actions that can be taken, that are available in 
this area of the table.  
View Abstracts – provides a list of basic demographic information for the 
abstracts/patients included in the file (see below for an example). 
Edit Report – opens the edit report for the file, which will also open when the file 
is first uploaded. This report contains the edit information and can be printed.  
Data Quality Report – provides descriptive information on the abstracts that are 
in the file, includes percent of missing or unknown information for key data items, 
includes a breakdown of diagnosis years within the file. 
Delete – will allow you to delete a previously uploaded file if the file was rejected. 
Keep in mind this cannot be undone. Please delete rejected files with edit errors 
after new edit-free file has been uploaded 

 
 

This is the page that opens when you select View Abstracts for a NAACCR file upload:  
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This is an example of the window that opens when you select View Edit Report for a NAACCR file upload:  

 

This is an example of the window that opens when you select View Data Quality Report for a NAACCR file 

upload:  
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Chapter 5: Unusual Occurrences for File Uploads 
Sometimes a file upload does not process, or you get a message indicating Web Plus “found carriage-return and 

line-feed in the file” and the file was not uploaded successfully. This indicates that the bundle timed out. 

 
 

When you open the Previous Uploads page, you will see that the file was uploaded but the edits did not run. 

When this happens, contact OCISS and we can run the edits manually. Once that is done, the edit report will be 

viewable in the Previous Uploads list. 

 
 

If you attempt to upload a file to Web Plus that was previously submitted, you will see this message below.  

  

Found carriage-return and line-feed in the file. 

This file appears to have been previously uploaded. 

Your file was not uploaded. 
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Chapter 6: OCISS Considerations for File Uploads  
In addition to knowing how to use Web Plus for File Uploads, it is also important to note the OCISS guidelines for 
submissions. This chapter describes additional guidelines for uploading files in Web Plus.  

Naming File Submissions 

Beginning with NAACCR V21 and XML Data Exchange Standard, OCISS requires all file uploads to follow the same 
naming convention. This is important for OCISS to be able to distinguish files among all facilities. The file names 
should contain your hospital name (this can be abbreviated or your OCISS RSID), date of export, and reflect the 
number of files being submitted if you upload more than 1 file on the same day. If you are a Commission on 
Cancer-accredited facility and report to CoC and would find it beneficial to distinguish your CoC file from your 
OCISS file, you can include that in your filename, too. When submitting a file of modified records (NAACCR 
Record Type M), the file name must indicate the file contains M records. 

Examples:  

RSID_State Export_09042022.xml 

HOSPName OCISSExport09042022 1of3.xml  

RSID_StateExport_09042022_Mrecords.xml 

 

Upload timing and file size 

Large file processing is very resource intensive and can affect all Web Plus activities. OCISS requires all file 
submissions to be 250 abstracts or less. If you need to submit more than 250 cases at a time, please separate 
and upload as separate files.  

 

Edit Errors 

All file submissions must be 100% edit error free. OCISS will not accept any files with edit errors. Edit errors must 
be resolved in your software and resubmitted. We recommend running edits in your software prior to uploading 
files in Web Plus, as you will be able to resolve edits directly within your software. If you have any questions on 
how to resolve edit errors, contact OCISS. 

 

Bundles and Files 

A bundle is the same thing as a file. Please note that Web Plus, OCISS, and this document use these terms 
interchangeably. 

 

Facility specific information 
It is important for tracking and other purposes that the facility under which you upload a file in Web Plus 
matches the reporting facility on the abstracts in the file. If you upload a file to an incorrect facility, please notify 
OCISS as soon as possible. 

 

Duplicate reports 
Occasionally, hospitals will upload files with duplicate abstracts that OCISS has already received. To prevent this, 

OCISS checks file uploads and removes duplicates prior to processing. We do this by comparing the uploaded file 

with all previously received abstracts from your reporting facility. We will notify your hospital if this is the case. 

Note that this may cause discrepancies in the overall number of submissions for your hospital and the numbers 

for hospital completeness.  
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Chapter 7: Downloading Files from Web Plus 
OCISS can upload a file to your facility in Web Plus. We use this functionality as it is a secure mechanism for 

sharing protected health information.  As example, we do this for data quality projects, such as a list of patients 

with unknown race. We also use this feature to share additional reports, such as a line listing of all abstracts that 

were submitted for your facility for a certain diagnosis year. When we utilize this feature, OCISS will notify the 

facility users that a file is available for download in Web Plus. This chapter explains how to download files from 

Web Plus.  

 

To access a file posted by OCISS, sign into Web Plus. Under your facility’s name, click File Upload. 

 
 

On the next page, on the top blue bar, click Download Files.  

 
 

The next page will display any files that are available to download. This will include recent files that have been 

posted, in addition to older files that were previously posted. All users for your facility will have access to all files 

that are posted on this page, even if they are a new Web Plus user.  
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The table on the Download File page shows the: FileID, which is a unique identifier for the posted file; the File 

name, which can be an Excel spreadsheet, Word document, or PDF; the Date Uploaded, which is the date and 

time OCISS posted the file for download; a Comment, which OCISS may include to describe the file; and the 

Action, which is used to download the file.  

 

Click Download and the document will then download to your computer.  

 

Keep in mind that, based on your browser settings, you may not be prompted to select a location or folder on 

your PC, and the file may save to your computer’s downloads folder. We recommend saving a copy of the file to 

a folder on your PC before you try to open or edit the file. If you have difficulty opening or editing the file, contact 

OCISS.  

 

If the file posted for download requires review and needs to be returned to OCISS, you can upload the file as a 

non-NAACCR file by following the steps described in Chapter 3.  
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Chapter 8: General Information for Web Plus 
This chapter outlines additional information for Web Plus. If you have any questions, please contact OCISS. 

Receiving Emails Generated from Web Plus 

Web Plus sends automated emails to file uploaders, which are important to verify your submissions are 
successful. Please be sure that OCISS has the best email address to contact you. Please also add 
OCISS@odh.ohio.gov to your allowed contacts, otherwise these communications may be blocked or sent to your 
Spam/Junk folders.  

 

Troubleshooting 

If you run into issues when using Web Plus, OCISS always recommends trying to clear your browser history to 
resolve issues. Additionally, Web Plus may be overloaded when many users are uploading files at the same 
time; in these situations, we recommend saving your work and trying again later.  

 

Training and Materials 
OCISS posts training materials on the Web Plus landing page. There are webinars and abstracting guides OCISS 

created for common primary sites. The NAACCR Webinars are also posted in Web Plus. These webinars provide 

in-depth information for abstracting certain tumors. OCISS recommends all new abstractors review the training 

materials available in Web Plus.  

OCISS staff are also available to answer any questions you may have when resolving edit errors on file uploads.  

If you have questions on how to report cancer cases or would like to schedule a training, contact us at 

OCISS@odh.ohio.gov or 614-752-2689. 

 
 

  

mailto:OCISS@odh.ohio.gov
mailto:OCISS@odh.ohio.gov
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Chapter 9: OCISS Contact Information 
 

For Web Plus issues, questions, or concerns and Web Plus access or password resets, contact the OCISS Data 

Administration Manager, Kaitlin Kruger at Kaitlin.Kruger@odh.ohio.gov or 614-728-2304. 

For Web Plus training, please contact the OCISS Operations Supervisor, Jeremy Laws at 

Jeremy.Laws@odh.ohio.gov or 614-644-9101. 

For all other inquiries, please contact OCISS@odh.ohio.gov or 614-752-2689. 

Please see the OCISS website for more information: https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-

programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/welcome-to 

Please see the OCISS website for training materials: https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-

programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/Reporting-Ohio-Cancer-Incidence-Data 

 

mailto:Kaitlin.Kruger@odh.ohio.gov
mailto:Jeremy.Laws@odh.ohio.gov
mailto:OCISS@odh.ohio.gov
https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/welcome-to
https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/welcome-to
https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/Reporting-Ohio-Cancer-Incidence-Data
https://odh.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/odh/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/Reporting-Ohio-Cancer-Incidence-Data

